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TR and EROAD working to make trucking easier
A Heads of Agreement has been signed between TR Group and EROAD to work together in
providing and developing Eruc options for the industry.
TR Group are presently the main provider of the Navman Wireless vehicle telemetry system
to transport operators, through their subsidiary Vehicle Tracking Solutions (VTS).
Through the co-operation with EROAD, the options around also providing Eruc via VTS are
being reviewed. This would be a TR Group customised Eruc service, available to all
operators (irrespective of whether their vehicles may be hired or owned). The offering would
complement TR Group clients’ existing Navman Wireless systems and relationships.
TR Group’s General Manager – Strategic Development, Neil Bretherton says, “We are
constantly looking to improve our service offering by ensuring we provide all the options and
deals to help customers operate their vehicles efficiently and profitably. EROAD has already
gained international and local recognition for its innovative Ehubo and Eruc service, and we
believe, combined with our existing tracking option, this will be a highly appealing offering for
transport companies. The recently announced changes to the RUC Act now leave little
doubt that the future of RUC will be an electronic one. It is attractive technology and we
should embrace it. This will make life just that little bit easier for the operators of trucks and
trailers”.
EROAD’s CEO, Steven Newman says “We are delighted to partner with the TR Group, a
recognised leader in the commercial transport industry, who seeks to establish long term
relationships based on trust, integrity and partnerships. Like EROAD, TR Group promotes
innovative solutions that deliver improved services and real cost reductions for clients”.
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